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Abstract 
Let (n,m) be a complete Cohen-Macaulay local ring x a system of parameters of n and 
A4 a finite A:= n/(.x)-module. If Ext,i(M,M) = 0 then there exists a maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay n-module L such that L/XL z M by a result of AuslanderDinggSolberg. Here we 
investigate the problem of finding a generalized Cohen-Macaulay n-module T such that 
T/.x-T 2 M. If n is regular and (x) # m then we hope that our procedure can be useful for some 
bundle constructions. 
0. Introduction 
Let (A, m, k) be a Noetherian local ring and x = (x1, . . . ,x,) a regular system of 
elements of A. A lifting of a finite ;i-module M is a n-module L such that 
(1) L/XL z M, 
(2) x is a L-sequence. 
If n is complete and Ext $(M, M) = 0 then M is liftable to A, i.e. there exists a lifting 
L of M to n (see [1.(1.6)]). 
If il is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring and x is a system of parameters of/i then x is 
a /l-sequence and M is liftable to n if and only if there exists a maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay &module L such that L/XL 2 M. Thus the finite ;i-modules liftable to 
n are exactly the modules from the image of the base change functor 
F:MCM(/l)+Mod;i 
defined on the category of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules by L -+ L/XL. So the 
quoted result from [l] gives an idea about how big is the image of F. If n is an 
excellent Henselian isolated singularity containing a field and k is perfect, or 
[k: lip] < cc when p := char k >O, then there exists an integer t b 0 such that F is an 
embedding providing x is chosen in m’ (see [lo, Ch. 6; 6, (4.8); 8, (2.8); 71). Thus we 
may reduce the description of MCM (A) to the description of Im F, where the result 
from [l] could be helpful. 
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If n is regular then all maximal Cohen-Macaulay /l-modules are free and usually 
we are looking to a bigger category of n-modules - the bundles i.e. the category of 
finite rl-modules, which are free on the punctured spectrum of A. More generally if 
n is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and s is a positive integer, let V,(n) be the category of 
finite n-modules E for which m” H;(E) = 0, i # dim /1 = dim E. By [2, (3.15)] the base 
change functor 
G:%,(n) + Mod/1 
defines an embedding in the same conditions as F above. Again it will be nice to give 
an idea of how big is Im G and so to study finite ;i-modules M which are “liftable” to 
@J/i), i.e. for which there exists a n-module E such that 
(1’) E/xE z M, 
(2’) x is a ms-weak E-sequence, providing (x) c m”” (see [9, Appendix 10; 131). 
In this paper we give sufficient conditions for a A-module M to be “liftable” to 
‘Z,(n) in terms of vanishing of some Ext-groups (see Corollary 3.4 for s = 1; when 
s > 1 apply Theorem 3.3 for the case I = mS and (x) c Z2). The proofs follow [l, (1.6)] 
in the frame of some weaker notions of liftability - the so-called relutiue (resp. 
relutiue*) liftable modules, i.e. finite ;i-modules M for which there exists a /l-module 
E such that (1’) holds and 
(2”) x is a relative (resp. relative*) E-sequence, (see Section 1, or [3; 5; 4, Section 51). 
The relative E-sequence seems to have a nice behaviour with respect to the Koszul 
complex (see Lemma 1.3) and most of the Auslander-Ding-Solberg theory (see [l]) 
can be extended in this frame (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4). However we are 
able to state good sufficient conditions for liftability only in the more restrictive frame 
of relative* liftability (see Theorems 2.9 and 3.5). If Y = 1 then both notions coincide 
and then Theorem 3.6 says that if il is a complete local ring, x E /i a regular element 
and Ti a finite A, := A/(x2)-module such that N := ((0): x)~~/xT~, M := T,/xTI 
satisfy 
Ext$(N,xTi) = Ext;(M,rT1) = 0, 
then Tl is relative* liftable to il. If T1 is an infinitesimal lifting of M to A, then 
((0): -Y)~~ = xT1, i.e. N = 0 and M r xT1. Thus the conditions above reduce to 
Ext:(M, M) = 0, which remind us the Auslander-Ding-Solberg result [l, (1.6)]. 
Now if x is a system of parameters in n and also a relative* E-sequence then s is 
a (x)-weak E-sequence (see [9] Appendix and the proof of our Theorem 3.3). This does 
not imply that length (H;(E)) < cc for all i # dim n (it is true for i = 0 because we 
may obtain (x)Hi(E) = 0, but nothing is known when i > 0). As we already said 
above we need to show that x is a I-weak E-sequence for a certain m-primary ideal 
I such that (x) c I2 (see [9, Appendix 12, 131). For this purpose we are forced to 
consider a slightly more general notion the so-called the relative (resp. relative*) (x, 
I)-liftable A-module. The first two sections study the infinitesimal relative (resp. 
relative*)(x,Z)-liftings following the ideas from [l]. Our Lemma 3.1 is just a variant 
of [l, Theorem (1.2)]. Theorem 3.2 gives sufficient conditions for the existence of 
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relative* (x, I)-liftings which are basical for our main result Theorem 3.3. If Z = (.u) 
Theorem 3.2 has a stronger variant in Theorem 3.5 but this one has no applications to 
generalized Cohen-Macaulay modules. In Propositions 2.12 and 3.7 we reobtain 
some particular results from [l] using our frame. We end our paper with some 
examples of modules which are relative* liftable but not liftable. 
1. Infinitesimal relative liftings 
Let (/1, m) be a Noetherian local ring, x = (X 1, . . . x,) a regular system of elements 
in .4, J = (.~i, . . . ,.xI), Z 3 J an ideal of A, A,:= A/(.X,, . , q), 1 I s I Y, 
A, = ;i = A/(X), /i, := /1/ZJ’ E N and M a finite R-module. A /l-module L is a relutirr 
(x, Z )-lifting of h/l to n if 
(1) L/JL 2 M, 
(2) s is a relative L-sequence with respect to I. i.e. for all s. 0 I s < r it holds 
((.x1. ,s,)ZL: x,+l)LnZL =(x1, . . ,x,)L. 
L is called a relutirr* (.x,Z)-lifting of M to n if (1) holds and 
(3) x is a relative* L-sequence with respect to I, i.e. for all s. 0 I s < r it holds 
((x ,. . . . ,x,)L: xs+l)LnZL = (?(I, ... ,&)L 
(when Z = J these conditions were introduced by Fiorentini [3] and especially (3) 
is studied in many papers for e.g. [5;4, Section 51). M is relative (resp. relative*) 
(x,Z)-liftable to n if it has a relative (resp. relative*) (x,Z)-lijhg to A. Clearly 
a relative* (.Y, I)-lifting to (i is also a relative (x,Z)-lifting to JI. 
A finite /li+ 1 -module E is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-l$ing of a _4;-module T to 
A ,+, if 
(1’) E,IZJ’E I T, 
(2’) ((.u 1, . . . ,x,)ZE: x,+l)EnzE =(x 1, . . . ,x,)E + ZJ’E, for all s, 0 I s < r. 
E is called an injinitesimal relative *(x,Z)-lifting of T to /li+ 1 if (1’) holds and 
(3’) ((x i, . . . .x&E: ~,+~)~nlE =(x 1, . . , .x,)E + ZJ’E, for all s, 0 < s < r. 
E is called an inJnitesima1 lifting of M to A, + 1 if E is an infinitesimal relative* (5, A)- 
lifting of M to /li+i (this is the usual notion, see Cl]). 
Remark 1.1. Let L1 be an arbitrary finite At-module with L1/JL, z M. Then L1 IS an 
infinitesimal relative (?c,Z)-lifting of M to A, if Z = (x). If Z # (s) we may not have 
L1/ZLI z M but (3’) holds in this case. However we may have finite AZ-modules 
L2 with L2/ZJL2 g L, which are not infinitesimal relative liftings of L1 to AZ. For 
example, if k is a field. /1 = k[ [ Y]]. x = Y, Z = (x) then L, = A, [ [Z]]/(x’Z, Z”) is 
not an infinitesimal relative lifting of L, = L,/x’L, 2 A, [[Z]]/(Z”) because 
((o):s)~z”xL~ = (x2.xz)L2 #x2 Lz. 
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We now describe relative and relative* sequences in terms of Koszul complexes. 
These results will be needed in the next sections. Let s E N, 1 I s I r and 
be the Koszul complex defined by (x1, . . ,x,). Let E be a finite A,+ 1 -module, 
U,(E) = Ker (6:“‘@ E), I/,(E) = Im (6’,“‘0 E). Clearly, U,(E) = ((0): ?~i)~, VI(E) = 0, 
I/,(E) c JE”, (K_,(E)IO) c V,(E), (US-,(E)JO) = U,(E) and Tor:(XE) z U,(E)/V,(E). 
Lemma 1.2. Let s 2 2 and u = (ul 1 . lu,) be an element from U,(E) such that 
u, E(Xl, . . . ,xS_ l)E + IJ’E. Then there exists an element u’ E U,_,(E) such that 
u - (~‘10) E VS(E) + ZJ’E”. 
Proof. Let u E U,(E) be such that u, = Csit X,L+ + M’~OY some u, E E, w E ZJ’E. Then 
u”:= u - (-x,10 . . . OlXl)Ul - ‘.. - (0 . . . 01 - .x,/X,_~)D,_~ - (0 . . . Olw) 
has the form (~‘10) for an element u’ E US_ ,(E) which certainly works. 0 
Lemma 1.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) for every s, 1 I s I r it holds 
((x1, ,xSpI)ZE: x,)EnZE = (x1. . . . ,x,_,)E + ZJ’E, 
(2) for every s, 1 I s I r, 
U,(E)nZE” = T/,(E) + ZJ’E”. 
Proof. (1) *(2): Induct on s. Ifs = 1, then (2) says that ((0): xl)EnZE = ZJ’E which 
is exactly (1). Suppose now s > 1 and let u = (ul 1 . . I u,) be an element 
from U,(E) nZE”. We have N,U, E (xi, . . . ,x,_ i)ZE and u,~ E ZE. By (1) we get 
u, E (Xi, ... ,xs-1 )E + ZJ’E. Using Lemma 1.2 we find u’ E U,_,(E) such that 
u - (~‘10) E V,(E) + ZJ’E” c ZE”. 
In particular u’ E US_ l(E)nZE”-‘. By induction hypothesis, it follows 
u’ E VS-,(E) + ZJ’E”-’ and so u E V,(E) + ZJiES. Thus c holds in (2) the other 
inclusion being trivial. 
(2) =S (1): Let s, 1 I s I r (case s = 1 was already done) and c( E ZE be such that 
x,c( E (Xi, . . . , x,_ 1 )ZE. Thus we have 
s-1 
x,cI = 1 x,p, 
t=1 
for some /It E ZE. By (2) the element y := ( fll . . /I_ 1 I - cx) E U,(E)nZE” belongs to 
I/,(E) + ZJ’E”, i.e. the element y coincides with 
(-x,IO . ..O(x1)p. + ..’ +(o . . . 01 -x,~x,_~)ps_~ +( -x,-110 . . . olxllo)p, + ‘.. 
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modulo ZJ’E” for some pt E E. Since only the first (s - 1) tuples have the nonzero 
elements on the last position, we get 
s-1 
x+ c x,~,EIJ’E, 
1=1 
i.e. LX E (xi, . . . ,x,_,)E + IJ’E. Thus c holds in (l), the other inclusion being 
trivial. 0 
Proposition 1.4. Let E be a finite Ai+I-module and T = EIIJ’E. Then 
(1) E is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of T to A,+ 1 if and only iffor every s, 
1 I s I Y it holds 
U,(E)nlE” = T/,(E) + IJ’E”, 
(2) E is an infinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of T to Ai+ 1 ifand only iffor every s, 
1 I s I r the AS-module E, := A,@, E is an infinitesimal relative ((x,+ 1, . ,x,), IA,)- 
lifting of T,:= A,@,, T to A, @,Ai+l. 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 1.3. For (2) it is enough to see that given s, 0 5 s < r 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (xi, ,xS)E: .~,+~)~nlE = (xl, . ,.x,)E + IJ’E, 
(b) ((0): x~+~)~,~IE, = IJ’E”, 
the second follows when E, is an infinitesimal relative ((x,+ i, . . ,x,), IA,)-lifting 
of T,. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Let E be an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of T := E/IJ ‘E to Ai+ 1 and 
f: E --f T the canonical surjection. The assignment f (a) -’ (6:’ @ E)(a), a E E’ defines 
a surjective A-morphism p: T’ + JE inducing an isomorphism p: T’/ f (U’(E)) -+ JE. 
In particular IJJT’/ZJJT’nV,(T)g IJ’+‘Efor 1 <j< i. 
Proof. p is really a map because if f(a) = f (/I) for some a, b E E’ then 
(by’@ E)(cc - /I) c J(IJ’E) = 0. If (6:‘@ E)(a) = 0 then x E U’(E) and so 
Ker p c f (U’(E)), the other inclusion being trivial. Clearly p is surjective and so p is 
bijective. In particular p induces an isomorphism 
ZJjT’/IJjT’nf(U,(E)) = ZJj(T’/f(U’(E))) -+IJj+‘E 
and it is enough to note that 
IJJT’nf(U’(E)) =f(ZJJE’n U’(E)) =f(lJjE’n(V’(E) + JJ’E’)) 
= f (ZJ’E’ + (ZJ’E’n V’(E))) = IJ’T’n V’(T) 
using Proposition 1.4(l); f commutes with the above intersection because 
Kerf c ZJjE’. 0 
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Proposition 1.6. With the hypothesis and the notation from Lemma 1.5, p induces 
a surjective A-morphism w : U,( T ) -+ ZJ’E Gth m(IJ” Tr) = IJ’E. Moreover o gives 
a surjection ti:Tor$(/I, T) -+ ZJ’E with Kerti =,f(U,.(E))/V,(T) and the composite 
map 
is the isomorphism defined by Lemma 1.5 for j = i - 1, the map \lT being induced by the 
inclusion ZJ’- 1 Tr c U,(T). 
Proof. If f (c() E U,.(T), a E E’, then (ST’ 0 T)( f(cc)) = 0 and so (Sy’ 0 E)(x) E ZJ’E, 
i.e., p(U,(T)) c ZJ’E. Thus p defines a map o: U,(T) +ZJ’E. If ~EZJ~E then 
J’ = (ST’@ E)(N) for some x E ZJ” E’ and f (c( ) E U,(T) because (ST’ 0 T)( f (8)) = 
f (_v) = 0. Thus 01 is surjective. Since Ker p = f (U,(E)) z,f(V’r(E)) = I/,(T), w induces 
a surjection 0 : Tor f(;i, T ) E U,(T)/ I/,(T) -+ ZJ’E. 0 
Corollary 1.7. With the hypothesis and the notation from Lemma 1.5 and 
Proposition 1.6, let ST:= ZJ’~‘T’/ZJ’~‘T’nT/,(T). Then the composite ZJ’E 2 
S,zTor:(;i, T) is a section of 0: Tor$(R, T) + ZJ’E, where the isomorphism 
is defined in Lemma 1.5 for j = i - 1. 
We close this section with some results concerning the infinitesimal relative* 
(x, I)-liftings. 
Lemma 1.8. Let E be an injinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of T = EIZJ’E to A,, 1 
and cp E ZEIX,+l, . . . ,X,.], 1 I s < r a homogeneous form of degree j, 1 I j I i. 
Suppose that q(x) E (x 1, , x,)E. Then there exists a homogeneous form $ E 
(X,, . ,X,)ZEIX1, . ,X,] of degreeQ such that q(x) = $(x). 
Proof. Apply induction on t = r - s. If t = 1 then cp = eX; for an e E ZE and so 
q(x) = x;e E (x I, ,xI_ ,)E. Since E is an infinitesimal relative * (x,Z)-lifting of T 
we get x:-i eE(xl, . . . . x,_l)E+ZJiE. Thus xj-‘e~x:Z~+(x~, . . . . xrPI)E for a 
certain p E ZE. The homogeneous form y := Xi-‘(e - x:-j+lp) E ZE[X,] satisfies 
r/(x) E (x1, . . . ,x,_1)E and q(x) = x,q(x). Thus q(x) = n(x) for a certain homo- 
geneous form 2 E EIX1, ,X,_ 1] of degree 1. If j = 1 then $:= x,1 E 
(X,, . ,X,_ I)ZEIX1, . . . ,X,1 works (J c I!). Apply induction on j. Suppose j > 1. 
By induction hypothesis on j we have q(x) = O(x) for a homogeneous form 
OE(Xi. . . . ,X,-~)ZE[XI, . . . ,X,] of degree j - 1. Then q(x) = x,q(x) = x,0(x) and 
so $:= X,0 works. 
Suppose now t > 1. Clearly q can be written as cp = cp’ + X,, 1 q” where 
~‘EZE[X,+~, . . . ,X,1, $‘EZE[X,+~, . . . ,X,.] are homogeneous forms of degree j 
respectively j - 1. Since q’(x) + x,+ 1q”(x) E (xi, . . . ,x,)E we get q’(x) E 
(x 1r . . . ,-Y,+~)E. By induction hypothesis on t we have q’(x) = g(x) for a 
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certain homogeneous form $ E (X1, . . ,X s+l)ZEIXl, . ,X,] of degree j. We have 
5 = I//’ + xs+,l+F f or some homogeneous forms I,V E (Xi, , X,7)ZE[X1, . . . ,X,], 
&‘EZE[X,,+~. . . ,X,1 of degree j respectively j - 1. It follows 
s,+r(lJQ) + cp”(.Y))E(.q, . . . ,x,)25 
and so $‘(.Y) + cp”(.u)) E (x 1. . . , x,)E + ZJ’E, E being an infinitesimal relative* (.v, Z)- 
lifting of T. Then there exists a form ~YE(.Y,+~, ,x,)‘-jf’ZEIX,+l, . ,X,] of 
degree j - 1 such that i’(x) + cp”(.u) - B’(.u) E (.u 1, . . x,)E. The homogeneous form 
q = @ + cp” - WEZE[X,+~, . . . , X,] of degree j- 1 satisfies rZ’(x)~(.u~, .. ..x.)E 
and q(x) = $‘(.u) + x,+ir~’ (x). Thus q’(x) = J_‘(.x) for a certain homogeneous 
form i.‘~E[xi, . . ..X.] of degree 1. If j=l then $=$‘+x~+~~‘E 
(X1, . X,)ZE [Xl, , X,] works. Apply induction on j. Suppose j > 1. By induction 
hypothesis on j we have $(-Y) = $“(x) for a certain homogeneous form 
$“EX~ ,..., X,)ZE[X, ,..., X,]ofdegreej-l.Then 
($’ + x,+ ,$“,(.Y, = i/Y(x) + x,+ i?/‘(U) = $‘(.Y) + s,+ 1 lJ’(.x) + s,+ 1 cp”(.u) 
= $(x) + .Y,+1(p”(.x) = cp’(.u) + .xs+~cp”(X) = q(s). 
As $ := $’ + X,+ 1 $” E (Xi, . , X,)ZE[X,, . . . . X,], we are done. 0 
Proposition 1.9. Let E be an injinitesimal relatioe* (x, I)-lifting qf T = EIZJ’E to 
11 r+1 and j, s taco integers. 1 I s I r, 1 I j < i. Then 
(1) I/,(E) n ZJJ+ ’ E” = ZJJ VT(E), 
(2) U,(E) n ZJ’+ ‘Es = ZJJ I/,(E) + ZJ’E”. 
Proof. (1) Apply induction on s. If s = 1 there exist nothing to show. Suppose 
s > 1 and let u = (xi I ... la,) E V,(E) n ZJj+‘E”. Thus x,? E ZJj+‘E and there 
exists a homogeneous form q E ZE[X,, . . . ,X,1 of degree j + 1 such that 
x.5 - cp(.u) E (Xl, . , x,_ 1 )ZJjE. Since Y E V/,(E) there exist some pt E E such that #Y has 
the following form 
(-x,IO OlSl)f, + .‘. +(o . . . ol-x,lx-l)ps-, +(-x-110 . . . 0lx10)p, + 
As the only first (s - l)-tuples have nonzero elements on the last position, we get 
x,~ = xi;: _yLpL and so cp(.u) E (-u 1, . . . , x,_ 1 )E. By Lemma 1.8 there exists a homogene- 
ous form $ E (X1, . . ,X,_r)ZEIX1, . . . ,X,] of degree j + 1 such that q(s) = $(.Y). 
Thus x,, cp(.u) E (.x1, . . . ,x,-l)ZJjE and we have 
for some rk E ZJJE. Note that 
r’:= ‘2 - ( - .u,~~O . . . oI.Y1)L!I - ... - (0 . . . 01 - .~,~x,_l)c,_, 
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satisfies cc’-a~1J~V,(E) and til=O. Then (c&l . . lc&i)~ V,_l(E)nZJJ+‘E”-l 
and by induction hypothesis we get (M; 1 . . Ict- 1) E ZJiVs_ 1 (E ). Hence ~1 E ZJ’V,(E), 
i.e. the induction c holds in (l), the other being trivial. 
(2) By Proposition 1.4(l) we have 
U,(E)nZJj+‘E” = (V,(E) + ZJ’E”)nZJj+‘E” 
= ZJ’E” + (V,(E)nZJj+‘E”). 
Now it is enough to apply (1). 0 
Lemma 1.10. Let E be an infinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of T = E/ZJ’E to A,, 1, j. 
sintegers, 1 <j<i, 1 Is<rand~,:E~-rE~+~berhemup(a,I . . . Icc,)+(c~~I . . . c1,lO). 
Then e~~‘(ZJjV,+,(E)) = ZJjV,(E). 
Proof. Let cx be an element from E, ‘(ZJ’V,, 1 (E)). We have 
Es(E)=(-X,+l10 . . . O(Xl)P, + _.. +(o . . . 01 -x,+iJx,)p, 
+(-x,10 . . . 01x,1o)p,+l + ... (1) 
for some pr E ZJjE. As the only first (s)-tuples have nonzero elements on the 
last position, we get Ci=, x,p, = 0. Thus p = (pi 1 . . . 1 ps) E U,(E)n ZJ’E” = 
ZJ’-’ V,(E) + ZJ’E”. Clearly we may change p adding an element from ZJ’E” because 
ZJ’E” is killed by multiplication with x. Then we may suppose p E ZJj- ’ T/,(E). But (1) 
says that c( + xs+ip E ZJjV,(E). Hence M E ZJ’I/,(E). Thus the inclusion c holds, the 
other being trivial. 0 
2. The existence of infinitesimal relative sequence 
Let M be as usual a finite A-module and T a /ii-module, i 2 1 such that T/JT g M. 
Let ST := ZJ’-’ T*/ZJ’-’ T’n V,(T) and vr:Sr + Tor:(;i, T) be the injective map 
induced by the inclusion ZJ’-‘T’ c U,(T) (see Proposition 1.6). Let T1 = T/ZJT 
and vrl :ST1 + Tor:(;i, T,) be the injective map defined in Proposition 1.6. Denote 
N := Coker rTI. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that there exists an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-liftring E of T to 
Ai+ 1 and let f :E + T be the canonical surjection. Then 
(1) the following sequence 
0 + S,$+ Torf(/I, E)x Tor:(;i, T)>ZJ’E -+ 0 
is exact, where 7 is induced by f and 0 is defined in Proposition 1.6, 
(2) 5 has a section induced by v~, 
(3) If TJZJj+ ’ T is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of TJZJJ T to Aj+ 1 for each j, 
1 <j < i then Im f”~ N. 
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Proof. Tensorizing with ;i the exact sequence 
O+IJ’ELEAT+O 
we get the following exact sequence 
Tor:(;i, ZJ’E)A Torf(;i, E) ATor;‘(A, T)h-IJ’E + M E M + 0. 
We have Tor,i(/i, ZJ’E) 2 ZJ’E* and so Im .4” z IJ’E*/I/,(E) n ZJ’E’ = SE. The 
map h is surjective and Ker h = Im f=f(U,(E))/I/,(T) = Ker Cc, (see Proposi- 
tion 1.6). Thus h and 0 coincide modulo an isomorphism of IJ’E and the above 
sequence gives the exact sequence from (1). Clearly (2) follows from Corollary 1.7. 
Denote NE := Coker !$, NT := Coker vT. By (1) we have Im f~ NE and the 
sequence 
is exact and split because 11~ := ST --) Tor :(A, T) gives a section to W. It follows 
NE 2 Coker \‘T = NT. Since T is an infinitesimal relative (x,Z)-lifting of 
T,_,:= T/IJ’P’ T we get NT g Nr, ,. By recurrence we get NE z NT, = N. 0 
Let s, 1 I s I r, S,(T) = IJ’-’ TS/IJi-’ T”n V,(T) (S,(T) = ST as in Corollary 1.7). 
A,:= A/(x1, . ,x,) and &(T):S,(T) + ST the map induced by the canonical inclu- 
sion p,(T): T” + Tr given by (ail . . . ICC,) -+(c(il . . . 1~~~10 . . 0). Like \fT from Corol- 
lary 1.7 we have a natural inclusion v~( T) : S,(T) -+ Tor;l(A,, T) and so the S,(T) are 
all &-modules. In fact the S,(T) are A-modules because they are quotients of the 
A-modules IJ'- ’ T”, 1 I s I Y. Let 
0 -+S$-+EIYtT +O 
be a short exact sequence of A-modules. Tensorizing with /i we get the following exact 
sequence 
Tor$(jI.E)w Tor;l(;i, T) ~S,~EIJE~T/JT 2 M -+ 0. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that T is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of 
T,_ 1:= T/IJ’- ’ T to Ai if i 2 2. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) E is an infinitesimal relative (x, I )-lifting of T to A,, 1 and Im q = IJ’E, 
(2) h is a retraction of \‘r and A,(T) is injective for every s, 1 I s < r. 
Proof. (2) =F. (1): By hypothesis h is surjective and so 4 = 0, i.e. W is an isomorphism. 
In particular Ker MB = Im q c JE. We will see that Ker M’ c ZJ’E + J Ker kt’, which 
by Nakayama’s Lemma will give Ker w c ZJ’E, i.e. Kerw = ZJ’E, the other 
inclusion being trivial. Let e E Ker w c JE. Then e = C:= 1 x,u, for an element 
u = (ul 1 . 1 u,) E E’. Thus M’(U) E U,(T). Since h is a retraction of 11~ by hypothesis 
we get 
Ur(T)/V’,.(T) = Kerh + (IJ’-‘T’ + Vr(T))/V,(T). 
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But Ker h = Im u’ = u!( U,(E))/ I’,( T ) and so it follows 
N(U,(E)) + ZJ’-‘T’= U,(T) 
because V,(T) = w(I/,(E)) c w( U,(E)). Then u’(u) E w(U,(E)) + ZJ’-’ Tr and we get 
u E ZJ’-‘Er + U,(E) + (KerMB)‘. Thus e EZJ’E + JKerw. 
Hence T g E/ZJ’E and it remains to show by Proposition 1.4(l) that for every s, 
1 I s I r it holds 
U,(E)nZE” = K(E) + ZJ’E”. 
As T is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of Ti_ i we get 
Us(T)nZT” = T/,(T) + ZJ’-‘T” 
(*) 
for each s, 1 I s I r (if i = 1 then ( * ) holds obviously). It follows 
U,(E)nZE” c Vs(E) + ZJ’-‘E’ 
and the inclusion c in ( * ) holds if 
(I/,(E) + ZJ’-‘E”)nC&(E) c T/,(E) + ZJ’E”. 
But (I/,(E) + ZJ’-‘E”)n U,(E) = I/,(E) + (ZJ’-‘E”n U,(E)) because K/,(E) c U,(E). 
Thus we should show that 
ZJ’-lE”n U,(E) c T/,(E) + ZJ’E” 
or equivalently 
ZJ’-‘T‘nw(U,(E)) c VT(T). (* *) 
As above U,(T)/I/,(T) is a direct sum of ZJ’-‘T’+ Vr(T))/V,(T): ST and 
Ker h = ua( U,(E))/ V,( T). Thus we get 
ZJ’-‘T*nw(U,(E)) c V?(T). 
i.e. ( * *) holds for s = r. It follows 
ZJ’-‘T”nw(U,(E)) c ps(T)-‘(ZJ’-’ T”nw(U,(E))) 
c~~~(T)~‘(I/,(T)~ZJ’~‘T*) c I/,(T)nZJ’-‘T,, 
because A,(T) is injective, in particular (* * ) holds. Since the other inclusion in ( * ) is 
trivial we are done. 
(1) * (2): As Imq = ZJ’E, h is surjective, the morphisms 0, h coincide modulo an 
isomorphism defined by q and so h is a retraction of 1’T by Lemma 2.1. After 
Proposition 1.6 let w be the compositemap U,(T) + U,(T )/K(T) g Tor$(;i, T) “L ZJ’E. 
We have pJT))‘(Kero) = pS(T)-l(w(U,(E))) = w(Q(E)). Indeed if IX = 
(al 1 . . . ICC,) E T”satisfiesp,(T)( L-I E w(U,(E)) then thereexists/ = (/I11 . . . I/I*) E U,(E) )
such that ul(~jj, is “j if j I s, otherwise 0. Thus fl, E ZJ’E for j > s and SO 
0 = Cl= 1 x,p, = Is= 1 -uJfi,, i.e. 8’ = (pl 1 Ips) E U,(E). Consequently x = M(/I’) E 
nGJJE)). 
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Thus Ker(6&(7’)) = w(U,(E))/V~(T), where &(T) is the map Tori(A,, T) + 
Tor :(A, T) induced by p,(T), in fact &(T) = Tor:(p,, T), ps:A, --+;I being the 
canonical surjection. Hence 
Ker (&IT&(T)) = Ker (rG&(T)v,(T)) 
=(W(U,(E))nzJ’~‘T”)/~~(T)nzJ’-‘T”. 
As E is infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of T we get w(U,(E))nZJ’-‘T’ = 
~~(U,(E)nZE”)nZJ’-‘T”= w(I/(E) + ZJ’E”)nZJ’~’ T”= I/,(T)nZJ’-‘T”. Thus 
tirr&( T) is injective and so A,(T) is injective too (in fact ti~r/l~( T) gives an isomor- 
phism of S,(T) on (.x 1, . . . . x,)ZJ’-‘E and the inclusion (.x1, . . . . x,) ZJ’-‘EC 
ZJ’E corresponds to R,(T)). 0 
Let 
0 -Q.,(T) +P -T-+0 (+) 
be the exact sequence defining the first syzygy of T over n (P is the free cover of T over 
A). Tensorizing ( + ) with ji we get the following exact sequence: 
(<7.) O=Tor:(&P) ~Tor:(~,T)-e,~,~(T)/Jn,,(T) +P/JP -M-+0. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that T is an infinitesimal relative (.x,Z)-kfting of the A,_ ,- 
module T,_ 1 := T JZJ’- ‘T to A, if i 2 2. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists un infinitesimal relative (x,Z)-lifting E of T to A,, 1, 
(2) There exists a A-morphism p : 52,,( T )/JQ,,(T) -+ ST such that PCI is a retraction of 
or and &(T) is injective for all s, 1 I s < r. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): Let E be an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of T to ni+ 1 and 
.f: E + EIZJ’E ? T the canonical surjection. Since P is free we can construct the 
following commutative diagram: 
0-.Q,(T)-P- T-----+0 
0-ZJ’E F E- T --to 
where the last vertical map is the identity. Tensorizing with A we get the following 
commutative diagram: 
GT) 0- Tor : (;i. T ) 2 Q,(T)IJQ,(T)- PjJP---+ M+O 
I I I I 
Tor ,‘(;i. T) h + ZJ’E - E/‘JEd M+O 
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with the exact rows, the first and the last vertical maps being identities. We have 
ST E IJ’E by Lemma 1.5. Using Lemma 2.2 h induces a retraction of VT and A,(T) 
is injective for every s, 1 I s < r. Clearly the composite map p: 0,(T)/ 
JQ,,(T) 5 IJ’E g ST works, where z is the second vertical map in the above diagram. 
(2) * (1): Let 4 be the composite map Q,(T) + &?,(T)/JSZ,(T) P’Sr, where 
the first map is the canonical surjection. We construct the following commutative 
diagram: 
o- SZ,(T)------+ P- T- 0 
where 4 is the first vertical map, the first square is cocartesian, the last vertical map is 
the identity andfis uniqually defined by the commutativity of the diagram. Clearly, 
the rows are exact sequences and IJ i+ ‘E = 0, i.e., E is in fact a finite A,, r-module. 
Tensorizing by li the previous diagram we get 
0%) O-Tor ;(/i. T) I: Q,,(T)IJQ,(T) - P/JP- M+O 
I I 
Tor ;‘(A, T) h ’ ST 
Y 
where p is the second vertical map, the first and the last vertical ones being identities. 
By assumptions (A,(T)), are injective and h = @ is a retraction of VT. Thus E is an 
infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting by Lemma 2.2. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that T, + 1 := T/IJJ” T is an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting 
of Tj:= T/ZJ’T to Aj+ 1 fir each j, 1 I j < i, Ext i(N, ST) = 0, Ext i(M, ST) = 0 and 
(A,(T)), s s < ,. are injective. Then there exists an infinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting 
ofT to AL+1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have the following exact sequence: 
0 +STZ+Tor:(;i,T) +N -+O 
which splits because Ext i(N,S,) = 0. Let h be a retraction of VT and 
t(T) 0 + Tor:(li, T)A Q,,(T)/JQ,(T) + P/JP + M -+O 
the exact sequence associated to T as above. Since P was a projective cover of T over 
A we get also that P/JP is a projective cover of M over ;i. Thus (rT) defines a short 
exact sequence 
(5;) 0 + Torf(/f, T)---% Q~(T)/JfZ,(T) 4 Q,dW -+O, 
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where fi,~(M) is the first syzygy of M over /i. Since Ext ,i(Qj(M), S,) r Ext i(M, ST) = 0 
we get Ext,:(QT(M), h) (ti) = 0 and so we have the following commutative diagram: 
O-Torrr(;i, T) k Q”(J-)IJQ”V) - L?,(M 
I I I 
o- ST 
I’ 
’ c + QAM 
where h is the first vertical map, the first square is cocartesian and a’ E 
--+O 
-0 
Las a retraction p. 
Let h’ be the second vertical map above. Then /? = ph’ satisfies the condition (2) from 
Proposition 2.3. Indeed, we have /?!x = p(h’cc) = pa’h = h, h being a retraction of 19~. 
Applying Proposition 2.3 we are done. 0 
Remark 2.5. The above corollary gives conditions on T for having an infinitesimal 
relative (x, I )-lifting to n I + 1. Unfortunately we are not able to write on T conditions 
for having infinitesimal relative (x,1)-liftings to /1. ,+ 1 which have still infinitesimal 
relative (.u, I)-liftings to n i + 2. Next we will see that it is possible in the frame of 
infinitesimal relative* (.u, I)-liftings. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that Tj+ 1 := T/ IJjf ’ T is an injinitesimal relative* (x, I )-lifting 
of T, = TIIJJ T to A,+ 1 for eachj, 1 I j < i, Ext i(N, Sr) = 0, Ext ,i(M, S,) = 0. Then 
there exists un kfinitesimal relative (x, I)-lifting of T to A, + 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4 it is enough to show that (l,(T)), ss<r are injective. Using 
Proposition 1.9( 1) it is enough to show that 
,lc( T)-‘( ZJ’-‘I/,(T)) = IJ’-2V~(T). 
But this follows applying successively Lemma 1.10. 0 
Let Tz be an arbitrary finite AZ-module such that Tz/IJTz 2 M and N the 
cokernel of rT2 : 7‘2 S --+Tor:(;I, T2). Let &(J):= @ n z 0 (0”J) be the tensor algebra 
of J,K:=.T,(J)@,T2, K = @n>IK,, K,+,:=(O”J)O,,Tz and S:=O,ZZS,,, 
S,:= IJK,. Note that S is a graded n-module (IJ’K = O!) and K,+l = 
J 0 K, 2 KL/ I/,(K,), the isomorphism follows tensorizing by K, the exact sequence 
A(:) ‘:” ,A’__, J __+(). 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that T2 is an infinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of M to A2 and 
Ext ,+ (N. S) = 0, Ext ,i(M, S) = 0. Then there exists u sequence of finite A-modules 
(T,)~>J such that for all i 2 3 
( 1) T, is a A,-module, 
(2) T, is an kjnitesimal relative* (.u, I )-lifting of T, 1 to A,, 
(3) S,ml 2 IJCpl T,. 
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Proof. Apply induction on i 2 2. Suppose that T,, 2 <,j < i are already found. We 
have 
s T,., =ZJi-2T~_1/ZJ’-2Tf~InV~(Ti_,) 
=ZJ’-2(T~~,/I/,(Ti_,))=ZJ’-2(J~,Ti_~). 
If i = 3 it follows ST* = Z.ZK2 = S2. If i > 3 then we see that 
ZJ’(JO~Ti_1)? ZJ2T:_1/ZJ2T:_1nT/,(Ti_,) 
= ZJ2T:_1/ZJV~(T,~1) r ZJ(J@,(JT,_l)) 
(see Proposition 1.9(l)) though ZJ(.Z @,T,_l) may be not isomorphic with Z(JQ, 
(JTi-I)) if I #J. Thus 
S T,?, =ZJ’-2(J @AT,_,) EZJ’-~(J@A(JT~-~)) 2 ZJ’p3(J@A(J@/LT,m2)) 
2: . . . - 2 ZJ(( @‘-“J) @AT,) = ZJKi- i = S’_ i 
because ZJ ‘T,_ 1 z ZJ( J O,, T,_ 2) by Lemma 1.5. By assumption we have 
Exti(N,Si-i) = 0, Exti(M,S,_ i) = 0 and so there exists an infinitesimal relative* 
(x,Z)-lifting Ti of TimI to /1, (see Lemma 2.6). We have ZJ’-‘T, g ST,_, by Lemma 1.5 
and thus T, satisfies 3). Remains to show that T, := T,/(xl , . . ,x,) T, is an infinitesi- 
mal relative (x, I)-lifting of pi_ 1 := T,_ 1 /(x 1, . . . ,xs)Ti- 1, 1 I s < r (see Proposition 
1.4(2)). 
We have the following commutative diagram 
O- SF,_, - Tie 
where the rows are exact, the last two vertical maps are canonical surjections and 
induce the first vertical map r. The map r is surjective because of the Snake Lemma, 
finducing a surjective map (xi, . . ,x,) Ti + (x1 , . ,.K,) Ti- 1. Tensorizing by /I over 
n we get the following commutative diagram 
Tor:(ii, Ti)iTorf(ii, Ti-l)h.Si-1-M E M-----*0 
where the rows are exact. It follows h, h are surjective and h is a retraction of 
VT,_, because Ti is an infinitesimal relative (x, Z)-lifting of Ti_ 1 (See Lemma 2.2). 
Let A, : = A/(x 1, . . . , x,). Tensorizing the bottom exact sequence from ( * ) by ii over 
A, we get the following exact sequence 
Tor:*(;i, T,)f’ Torf$(/I, T,_ i) h’ -ST,_, --+ M E M + 0 
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By Lemma 2.2 it is enough to show that A,( Ti_ i) are injective for 1 i e < r - s and h’ 
is a retraction of VT, I : ST,_ I + Torfs (A, Ti _ 1 ), the first condition being a consequence 
of Lemma 1.10, T, _ 1 being an infinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of Ti _ 2 by induction 
hypothesis. 
Remains to show that h’v,,_, = 1. For this purpose we need a careful1 examination 
of ( **). Note that Torfs(A, Ti) = U/V, where 0 is the set of all tuples 
(U,+il . . . Iti,) E Tifmssuch that C:=s+lxtUt =0 and 
P = ((-x*10 . . . OIxs+i), . . . ,(O 01 -x,Ix,_1). 
(-.Y,_1(0 . . . olx,+llo), . ..)T.. 
Since xi, . . . ,x, act trivially on T, we have U,(~i) = (r/ ) U), V,( T’,) = 
((.x,+1, . . . .x,.) T’s\ v) (note for example that I’,(Ti) contains the submodule 
(.u,IO ... Olx,)T,=(X,TiIO . . . 0)). Thus 
- - 
Tor:(A, T,) E U,(T,)/V,(T,) r (T:/(x,+ 1 +, , x,) T;’ 0 U/V 
- - 
2 M” 0 Torfs(A, T,) 
and it is easy to see that f= lMs of’ modulo this isomorphism. It follows that 
h = Zr’rr, where rt:Tor:(;i, T,_i) + Torfs(;i, Ti- i) is the canonical projection 
(Ker fi = Im f!). Let it be the composite map SF,_ I k, Torfs(& T,_ 1 ) + 
Tor-:(;i, T,_,), where the last map is the canonical injection (tl,+ I 1 . . . j u,) 4 
(0 . ..O\z&+il . . . lti,).Letu=(uil . . )u,)EZJ’-2T:_1and~thesecondverticalmap 
from ( * * 1. We have 
(d\lr,_, )(c~s. amodZJ’-3V,(Ti_i)) = ~1s. (0 . OIL7,+i( .. . I&) modU,(Ti_i) 
because V,(T,- i) = ((x,, i, . . . . x,) T;‘_ 1 I p) and ui, . . . , u, E JT,_, . On the other 
hand 
Qr(cls. umodZJi-3V,(T,_1)) = \:(cls. (Us+il . ltir)modZJ’P38) 
= cls. (0 . . . OlC,+il . . . Ii&) mod U,(T,_,). 
Thus :r = $PT,~, and it follows &($r) = h~$vr, , = (zh)vT, 1 = z. Hence 
Uv,, / = I?? = l,,, ,, z being surjective and fi = h’rc. 0 
Remark 2.8. If T2 = M then JT2 = 0 and by our construction S, = 0 for all i 2 1. 
Then the conditions of Theorem 2.7 are trivially fulfilled if Z = J. Indeed, the sequence 
T, := M, i 2 2 works. If Z # J then T2 can be not an infinitesimal relative* (x. Z)- 
lifting of M. 
Theorem 2.9. Let T1 be ajinite Al-module such that T,/JT, % M, N the kernel of the 
surjection WI :Tor;l(;i, M) + JT, (see Proposition 1.6), KA = ( 0” J) @,, T,, Si = JKA 
and S’= @n2l SL. Suppose that Z = J, Extf(N, S’) = 0 and Ext,i(M, S’) = 0. Then 
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there exists a sequence ofjnite A-modules (Ti), t 2 such that for all i 2 2; 
(1) T, is a AL-module, 
(2) Ti is an injinitesimal relative* (x, J)-lifting of Ti_ 1 to A,, 
(3) ,SpI z J’T,. 
The proof goes as in Theorem 2.7 but since I = J we may start the induction with 
i = 1. By Remark 1.1 T1 is already an infinitesimal relative* (.x, J)-lifting of hl to A,. 
Note also that N 2 Coker vT1 by Lemma 2.1(l). 
Next we try to understand which are in fact the modules (S,]), <, s i if T, is an 
infinitesimal lifting of 1M (I = /1 !), i.e. Tj is an infinitesimal lifting of T,_ 1 := Tj/J-‘- ’ T, 
for all 2 <j I i (A, = ;i, T1 = M). Clearly T, is an infinitesimal lifting of A4 if 
the canonical surjection 4: T, [X,, . , X,] + @:= 0 J’- 1 T, given by X + x defines 
a graded isomorphism 4: M [X1, . , X,]/(X)i -+ @fzO J’-’ T,. In particular in this 
case N = 0. 
Lemma 2.10. Let s 2 1 and T, be an iujnitesimal relative* (I, I)-lifting of Tip 1 := 
T,,JIJ’-’ Ti. Then there exists an exact sequence 
O~S,(Ti)~S,+l(T,)~ZJ’-lTi/(xl, . . ..xs)ZJ’-‘T. -to. 
Proof. Let ys be the map induced by E, (see Lemma 1.10 for notation). Then ys is 
injective by Lemma 1.10. Let ps+i: Ty+’ + Ti be the (s + 1)th projection. Then 
S,+l(Ti)/k~~~ E IJ’-’ Ti/‘p,y+1(IJi-2Vs+1(Ti)) and remains to show that 
p,+l(ZJip2V,+l(Ti)) =(X1, . . . ,x,)IJie2 T,. But this is obvious because the gener- 
ators of T/,+,(T,) which are not in Kerp,,, have the form (0 . . . 01 - ~6+1/0 . . . OlXj) 
with 1 <j I s. Thus the composite canonical map 5,: S,, 1 (T,) + S,, 1 (Ti)/Im yS E 
ZJ’~ ’ Ti/( x 1, . . . ,x,)lJ i-2Ti works. 0 
Lemma 2.11. Let Ti be an injinitesimal l#ing of M. Then ST, 1 M(*“~~‘). 
Proof. Apply induction on i. If i = 1 then ST, = JT2 s Mr because $ above is an 
isomorphism. Suppose that i > 1. By Lemma 2.10 we have the following exact 
sequence 
for all s, 1 I s < r. As T, is an infinitesimal lifting of M (6 is an isomorphism !) we have 
J’- ’ Ti/(x, Y )Jip2 T, 2 (x,+~, . . . ,x~)~-’ T, % M(r’s”” ). 3 ... ,- s 
Moreover the inclusion (3: (x, + 1, . . . , x,) I- ’ T, + J’- ’ T, defines a section for t, given 
by u + (0 . . . 010(u)) and so the above exact sequence splits. Thus 
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But Sr(7’i) = J’-’ Ti g ST,_, g M(“:‘-’ ) by induction hypothesis. As J?:lA (‘-i?i-2) 
= (‘+t-r) we are done. 0 
Proposition 2.12 (Auslander et al. [l, (1.5), (1.6)]). Let T2 be an infinitesimal lifring of 
M to AZ. Suppose that Exrj,(M, M) = 0. Then there exists a sequence of finite 
A-modules (Ti), z 3 such that for all i 2 3, Ti is an infinitesimal lifting of T, _ 1 to A,. 
Proof. Apply induction on i r 2. If T, is given then S, is a direct sum of copies of 
M (see Lemma 2.11). In particular Extf;, (M, Sr) = 0. Note also that the kernel N of the 
map W1 :Tor;‘(/l,, M) -+ JTz is zero. Applying Theorem 2.7 we get an infinitesimal 
relative* (x, A)-lifting T,, 1 of Ti to /ii+,. The morphism vT,+, from the following 
exact sequence given by Lemma 2.1 
is surjective, because N = 0. Thus U,(T,+ t) = J’T[+ 1 + V,(T,+ 1 ) and so T,+ 1 is an 
infinitesimal ifting of Ti to .4,+ 1 (this follows as (2) * (1) in Lemma 1.3). 0 
3. Relative* (x, I)-liftings over complete rings 
Let Tz be an infinitesimal relative* (x. I)-lifting of M to AZ. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that A is complete in the IJ-a&c topology and there exists 
a sequence of finite A-modulus (Ti)i 2 3 such that for each i 2 3 (Ti) is an infinitesimal 
relative* (x, I)-lifring of (T, _ r) to Ai. Then there exists a relative* (x, I)-lifting T of 
M to A such that T2 r TJIJ2 T. 
Proof (after Auslander et al. [l, (1.2)]. Fix s E N. We have the following commutative 
diagram for all i 2 1: 
O- ZJ”T,+,+l- Ti+,+ 1’ Ts-0 
OF IJ”T;+, - Ti+, - T,-----+0 
where the third vertical map is the identity and the second vertical map t is the 
canonical surjection. Clearly the first vertical map y induced by r is also surjective and 
so we get an exact sequence taking projective limits 
O+ I’,:= lim ZJ”T,+,-+T:= lim Ti+,+T,+O. 
122 i22 
It is obvious that V, 2 ZJ”T. 
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Now we show that T is a finite /l-module. As M is finite there exists a surjective map 
(6:n’-MforacertaintEfV.Let4:n’ +Tbealiftingof$toT(T,zT/V,!)and 
Oj: T + Tj, j E N the limit maps. By Nakayama’s Lemma it follows that 4j = 0j$ is 
surjective for all j > s. We have the following commutative diagram: 
0 0 
I 1 _ 
O-Ker 4r+l- /$/JJi+‘/lt -+-+ Ti+l -0 
1 I I 
O- Ker4; - /l’/JJ’& m, T, -0 
where the lines and columns are exact, $I being induced by pi and the last two vertical 
maps from bottom are the canonical surjections. Clearly pi+ 1 is surjective because 
$i+l is so. By the Snake Lemma we get also surjective the first vertical map from 
bottom. Taking projective limits we get the following exact sequence: 
9 
O-limKer$,-.4*----tT-0. 
122 
In particular T is finite over /1. Then IJ”T is complete in the ZJ-adic topology and so 
V, = IJ”T, thus TIIJ”T g T,. In particular T/IJ2T g Tz. 
It remains to show that 
((Xl. . . . ,x,)T: x,+l)TnZT = (xl, . . . ,x,)T (*I 
for all s, 0 I s < r. By assumptions we have 
((~1. . . ..~s)T.+1:s,+1)~,.,nlT,+, ~(~13 .. . ..~.)Ti+l +IJ’Ti+l 
for all i 2 1. Thus 
((x1, ,x,)T: s s+l)TnZT =(x1, . , x,)T + ZJ’T 
for all i 2 1. As (x 1, . . . , x,)T is closed in the ZJ-adic topology we get the inclusion 
c in (*), the other one being trivial. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that A is complete in the IJ-adic topology and Exti(N, S) = 0, 
Extj(M, S) = 0 in the notation of Theorem 2.7. Then there exists a relative* (x, I)- 
lifting T of M to A such that TIIJ 2 T z T,. 
The proof follows from Theorem 2.7 with the help of Lemma 3.1. 
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Theorem 3.3. With the notation and hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 suppose that x is 
a system of parameters in A and J c 12. Then there exists a generalized maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay module T such that: 
(i) ZHh(T) = 0, i # dimA. 
(ii) T,‘IJ”T 2 Tz. in particular TJJT g M. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a relative* (XI)-lifting T of Tz to A. We have 
((x,, . ,x,)T: .~,+~)rnlT =(x1, . . . ,x,)T 
for all s. 0 I s < Y. Thus 
I((x,, . ,x,)T: .Y~+~)~ c (.x1, . . . .x,)T 
for all s, 0 I s < Y. Hence .x is an Z-weak T-sequence in the terminology of [9] 
Appendix. Then (i) follows by [9] Appendix, Lemma 12 since J c I 2. 0 
Corollary 3.4. With the notation and hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 suppose that I = m, 
s is a system of parameters in A and (x) c m2. Then there exists a maximal quasi- 
Buchshaum A-module T such that T/(x)T z M. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that A is complete in the I-adic topology, I = J, Ext,i(N, S’) = 0 
and Ext,:(M,S’) = 0 in the notation and hypothesis of Theorem 2.9. Then there exists 
a relative* (x, J)-lifting T of M to A such that T/J2 T z T1. 
The proof follows from Theorem 2.9 with the help of Lemma 3.1. 
If r = 1 the Theorem 3.5 has the following easier form: 
Theorem 3.6. Let (A, m) be a complete Noetherian local ring, x E A a regular element. 
I z(x), T1 a finite A,:= A/x2/1-module, N = ((0): .x)~,/xT~, A:= A/xA and 
M = T,/xT,. Suppose that Exti(N,.uT,) = 0, Exti(M,.uT,) = 0. Then there exists 
a relative* (x,X)-lifting T of M to A such that T/x2T % TI. 
Proof. In the notation of Theorem 2.9 we see that K I + 1 = (x) 0 K, 2 Ki and so 
AS;+, = (X)Ki+l Z S: for al i 2 1. Hence S: g S; = XT, for all i 2 1 and thus the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 hold. 0 
Proposition 3.7 (Auslander et al. [l, (1.6)]). Suppose that A is complete in the (x)-adic 
topology, x = (x 1, . ,.x,), T2 is an infinitesimal lifting of M to Az and Ext?, (M, M) = 0. 
Then Tz is liftable to A. 
The proof follows from Proposition 2.12 and Lemma 3.1. 
Example 3.8. Let k be a field, A = k[ [ Y,Z]], s = (x1,x2), .x1 = Y2, x2 = Z2, I = (.u) 
and m = ( Y,Z). Then M:= m/xm as a II:= A/(.x)-module is not liftable to A because 
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M is not free over ;1. Indeed a lifting L of M to /1 must be a MCM /i-module and so 
L is free over A. Then M is free over ii which is not possible because dim, jI = 4 and 
dimk M = 5. Contradiction ! However m is a relative* (x, I)-lifting of M to /i because 
(.xlm: .x2)mnxm = x,m. 
Example 3.9. Let n be a DVR, x E n a local parameter, Ti = n [ [ Y]]/(x’, Y ‘, xY), 
I =(x) and M = T,/xT, z k[[Y]]/(Y*), k being the residue field of A. Then 
((0): x), = (Y,x)Tl and N =(Y,x)Tl/xTl E YM 2 k. Since /i = k we have 
Exti(N,xT,) = 0, Exti(M,xT,) = 0 and so T, is relative* (x,Z)-liftable to A. Such 
a relative* (x,Z)-lifting of Tl is T = /I[[ Y]]/(xY, Y *). Certainly A[[ Y]]/(Y *) is 
a lifting of M to n but there exist no lifting L of M to n such that L/x2L z 
TI((@): x)T, #xT,!). 
Example 3.10. Let k be a field, n = k[ [Y? Z]], x = Y *, Tl = A, [[VI]/ 
(ZU - x,xU, U4) and I = (x). Clearly Tl is an infinitesimal relative* (x, I)-lifting of 
M = T,/xT, to /il. However there exist no infinitesimal relative (x, I)-liftings of Ti to 
(iz because the canonical map ~1 T1 :XT, + ((0) : -Y)~~ has no retractions (see Proposi- 
tion 2.3). Indeed, let h be a retraction. We have XT, = aI, and ((0): x),, = (x, U)T, 
because XU = 0 in Tl. It follows Z/r(u) = h(x) = x (h is a retraction of v,!). Since 
h(u) = .xt for a certain r E A, we get x(Zt - 1) = 0 in A, and so Z is invertible in /i. 
Contradiction ! Thus there exist no relative (x,1)-liftings T of M to n such that 
T/x2T E Tl. In particular there exist no relative* (x,1)-liftings of Tl to ,4. 
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